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Teach your kids to read

Allow me to preface this with the fact that all children are raised with different talents, gifts, passions, and abilities. Here's another fun fact... which also applies to twins. We have 8-year-old twin children (in a few weeks). One of them is an absolute physical beast of a child. He is an athlete by all definitions, has a body made of essentially 99% muscle with
thighs the size of tree trunks and stands out in all the sports he has ever tried. Let's call it Twin A. Twin B is much smaller. He's small, but he has a powerful and powerful mind. He is curious and loves art and books and asks a thousand questions about everything. That said, at this age, we encourage you both to try everything that interests you so that you
can develop and learn what you love and want to pursue in the future. Try all the things because who knows what you'll like. That's our philosophy. Now, it's baseball. Baseball coach. They both wanted to try. Quietly, my husband and I knew that twins would stand out. As a twin parent (or any parent), there are few things more difficult than watching one child
stand out while the other fight lasts. But you keep encouraging and cheering because that's. You. Gemini A...... hits the ball every time. He's getting better. He hits 4th, he's fast and his teammates twist his name and celebrate him often. Twin B... attacks every time. 8 games, he had a hit and it was accidental. His teammates don't get excited when he comes
to bat or cheer because they assume he'll knock him out. But listen carefully to this... he never, ever gives up. Never. He climbs up to hit every time with confidence believing in himself. I love you so much. You!!!! Here I sit two states away on my lunch break at a conference and I get a video of my husband of this cute boy getting his first hit and managing to
get to first base... his teammates cheering his name in the background. I don't know if it's because I'm at this conference that it's about never giving up on his goals or just because he finally got the hit but I'm BEAMING with pride here. Those of you thinking of giving up, at all, watching this. And then stop it. You go Braxy! You did the dang thing!! Mom's so
proud of you and you're a rock star. This post comes from the TODAY Parenting Team community, where all members are welcome to post and discuss parenting solutions. Learn more and join us! Because we're all in this together. Teaching a child to read requires time and patience. Start by reading to your child every day, long before he is old enough to
learn to read. Pushing your child to read before you are ready can make you lose interest in learning. Children they do better in school are the ones who like to learn, so try to make reading fun and not stressful [source: healthy children]. Teach your child the of the alphabet and the sounds they make. Sounds are more important than the names of the letters.
Start with common lyrics, teaching only one sound for each letter. When teaching vowels, start with the short vowel sound (for example, apple-like). Work to sound three-letter words when the child knows the vowels and 8 to 10 consonants. Let the kids learn by doing it. Children should learn to read using a combination of phonics based on phonics (i.e.,
silent' and makes the previous vowel say its own name,) and whole language method (i.e., using images and context [source: Teach a child to read]). Memorizing too many rules can distract children when they are trying to read. Take a break if the child doesn't pick up as fast as you'd like. Revisit the lesson later when you both have more patience. Using a
combination of learning methods will help ensure that your child succeeds in learning to read, no matter what their personal learning style. Multisensory learning methods include: Visual Looking at corresponding words and imagesHearing a story while following the text Drawing letters with your finger or drawing letters on the arTactileDrawing a letter with
your finger on the sandpaper or molding it out of the mass of play Photo: Jamie Grill (Getty Images)The conversation coming from the back seat of my car was starting to make me uncomfortable. Aren't you glad you don't have to be in a class with Harrison anymore? He was so annoying. My nine-year-old daughter's friend is sweet and precocious, but also
occasionally prone to talk about other children, and not always kindly. I don't usually intersperse my children's conversations with friends, but when I hear cruel words, I go in. When we think about how our children can face conflict with their peers, we can have a tendency... Read more That said, it's not right to embarrass a child, especially when that child
isn't mine. So I just said this: I wonder how Harrison would feel if you said that with him right here in front of you. I wonder is my early sentence to make my children listen without explicitly saying what to do. In this scenario, It was to force a break from the conversation and help my daughter's friend think about how she sounded and the harm her words could
cause. The phrase, it seems, is commonly used by psychologists, particularly when the goal is to help parents get their children to discover and decide for themselves the right course of action. Jason B. Hobbs, LCSW wrote on Medium that he often encourages parents to start their sentences with their children with I wonder if... The goal, Hobbs says, is to
guide rather than drive, to ensure that your child has the option to make choices for himself versus you make the for them. When I wondered aloud how Harrison Harrison If he were there, it was a way to make my daughter's friend realize on her own that what she was doing wasn't right—but without embarrassing or openly discouring her. (Discipline is the
work of your parents.) She quickly pedaled in her testimony and took back the annoying word. She even went a little further and added that he was 40 during the school year and was very funny and creative. She took a moment to think about it and immediately realized how cruel her words sounded. And she corrected herself. The technique I wonder has an
even greater benefit, according to Hobbs: Teaches independence to solve problems. Adults know what to do based on many years of experience, much of it by trial and error. And although we could just tell a child exactly what to do and how to do it, although we could just tell them what's right and what's wrong, when we do that, we've instilled their internal
ability to solve problems Say I wonder makes a child think of a problem and come up with a solution on their own. Creative problem solving and introspection about our words and actions are not innate skills—they must be practiced. So giving our children the opportunity to practice these skills is a much longer-lasting and valuable lesson than simply ordering
a child to follow a rule. Creative problem solving and introspection about our words and actions are not innate skills—they must be practiced. You can use I wonder the next time you want your child to think deeply about something. If your child is asking to stay up late to finish watching a movie, you can tell, I wonder how you will feel tomorrow when you have
to swim find. Or if your teen is feeling overwhelmed by a big project, you can think out loud: I wonder if there are ways to make it easier. With these two little words, you're laying a foundation for them to think and wonder how much their choices matter. Last updated on December 18, 2020 As an overworked working mom, you get a lot of smart ideas from
magazines, friends and the internet on how to manage work, kids and a home. Unfortunately, you may still feel exhausted and insufficient at work and at home, despite advice to organize, cook efficiently and pamper yourself. How great would it be to wake up tomorrow knowing that you can start feeling better without all these overwhelmed feelings? The
feeling of feeling overwhelmed when you wear many hats: mom, professional, home manager, partner, friend, etc. has its roots in reality. You are absolutely doing a lot of important work. But the thing is the Feeling overwhelmed has become your chronic reaction, this emotion is now literally a part of you that needs your attention so you can move on with
more confidence. If you help yourself it also does not never fear. These tips come straight from therapy and neuroscience to invade your nervous system. You will learn deeper ways to calm down and feel more confident about yourself, your life, and your choices.1. Breathe and notice how your body feels inside and outside Using body-centered therapy
techniques, you can better understand your overloaded feelings and offer accurate and practical help. As you will learn, when you feel stressed, your thinking brain is not your best resource. In fact, simply thinking and strengthening your efforts to get rid of overworked feelings can actually make them worse. The first step to help when you feel overwhelmed
is to simply slow down and breathe. This does not mean that you should suddenly take large sips of air or breathe quickly. This will cause you to panic! Breathe normally and naturally. Make your breathing comfortably slow by extending the exhale. Count from 5 to 10 breaths.2. Get a little curious: How do I know I'm overwhelmed? Close your eyes or soften
your gaze if you can. Imagine changing your consciousness of your outside world and sending it to your body along with your breath. You may notice the signs immediately. For example: my chest is tight, my heart is beating rapidly and there is a feeling of frustrated energy in my legs and arms. Or you can just hear a few words like: I'm freaking out, failing or
can't do it! If it's possible, get a little curious about that feeling. Consider that while it may be a great feeling, you probably have other parts of you that feel different. 3. Offer some loving care to stressed parts of YouRichard Schwartz, developer of Internal Family Systems Therapy defines our personalities as composed of sub-parts that interact within us. This
explains why a part of you can feel one way, and yet you have another part that looks different. Gently recognizing the part of you that feels overwhelmed and offering you some support and compassion (as you would with a frightened child) can calm your body and mind. I have you, it's a great mantra to breathe when you're overwhelmed.4. Get smart about
your sage nervous system you may have heard of the brain gut or brain body. The science of Polyvagal Theory shows that the entire nervous system impacts how you think and feel – not just your thinking mind. In fact, did you know that your wise nervous system usually captures information from your environment before your brain can interpret it? When
you feel overwhelmed, only a small hint of danger felt in your nervous system is often the unconscious trigger that takes you from busy but competent to feel and exhausted. This suggestion can be as simple as a radio song that seems overly stimulating, a child's bad mood (even if it has nothing to do with you) or your spouse forgetting a one errand.5.
Remember that a feeling can be just a feelingWhen you are feeling agitated, your physical body is naturally on high alert. Any information or stimulus you receive at these times will be overwhelming. This is not your fault, but it is helpful to understand that generally, when you feel that you are not good enough, it is not objectively true. Your mind may just be
creating a reason for the signs of danger coming from your body. Allow your body to feel without making a negative judgment about you or your life. This technique will help you break the cycle of feeling overwhelmed, then create negative thinking about feeling resulting in even more overload.6. Learn your most common unconscious responses to stress
Why is this important? When you feel stressed, you probably respond unconsciously in the same way throughout your life. For some, too much stress will quickly create a dormant and hopeless feeling. For others, the thought that life is just too much leads to panic or anger attacks. Still, others may freeze completely, feeling highly anxious, but not able to do
much. From a biological point of view, all these experiences are quite normal. When you recognize that your body's reactions are not defective or foolish, it is much easier to reassure yourself and move forward with confidence.7. Exercise the Part of Your Nervous System That Provides Social Well-Being and ConnectionDid you know that you can actually
tone your ventral vagal nerve, the nerve responsible for feelings of security and social connection? Whenever you can, allow yourself to remain in your favorite memories that invoke feelings of well-being, connection with loved ones, moments of beauty in nature or your favorite memories of pets or places. Use all your sense to really feel the experience in
your body. By doing this, you are activating and toning your ventral vagus nerve as you can tone your muscles. Make a kind of body marking of these purely content sensations to which you can return when stressed. This practice may seem silly, like an indulgence or even a fantasy. But it is supported by science and it is important for you to create a strong
and healthy response to stressors.8. Take a break from the baby parts No part of you is trying to hurt you. But parts of us feel extreme feelings and bear burdens of our past. For example, if you are feeling overwhelmed in the present, it can activate parts of your personality that felt similar early in life. Deep anger, fear, resentment or sadness provide a signal
to you that something from your past could benefit from your attention. I know this may seem strange, The next time you feel very overwhelmed, breathe and note if you feel like a child trying to do the work of an adult. If so, spend a moment quietly and compassionately remembering all your parts of the child's interior that that are really grown, capable and
doing something appropriate.9. Addresses critical messages you give yourself What do you hear yourself saying when you feel overwhelmed? You may notice parts of you that are critical or even cruel. Phrases like I'll never reach you, why I try, or I can't do anything right, are very common to hear when you're under stress. Believe it or not, these internal
messages are probably misguided protective parts of your personality. These parts are normal and try to help you by whipping you into shape so you don't fail, alerting you about frightened feelings inside, or avoiding shock or disappointment anticipating how others can criticize you. If possible, recognize these parts as protective. Maybe express a little
gratitude. Notice how critical voices within you, even if they are likely to have good conditions, cause exhaustion and even more stress. When you recognize these messages inside, you know that they are part of you and you see your positive intent, the critical messages calm.10. Take small moments to express gratitude Everyone is talking about gratitude, I
know. But there are good reasons for this trend. More and more studies on gratitude show valid connections between gratitude and less stress and mental health. A 2018 multi-university study concluded that gratitude not only has direct effects on quality of life, but also has indirect effects through perceived stress and mental health. There are many reasons
why gratitude impacts our nervous systems in positive ways, but the best way to discover that impact is to simply try it yourself. Take a minute a day to write one to three things you are grateful for. These may be large or small, important or trivial, but they must be true. Make it a habit and watch your stress relief grow. Or you can try some of these 40 simple
ways to practice gratitude.11. Play with TimeIn Gay Hendrick's 2010 book, The Big Leap, he talks about einstein's concept of time vs. Newtonian time. Newtonian time is the time of the clock that we all watch all day. Einstein's time is more about what you do with your moments, realizing that your perception can slow down or speed time up. For example, if
you're spending time with someone you love and doing something you like, time moves very quickly. On the other hand, if you are doing a miserable job in uncomfortable time, every second can feel like an eternity. Next time you feel stressed by time, breathe slowly and remember that you save time. Time belongs to you. So enjoy the pace and do what you
need to do. With practice, this small tool will become valuable for the mental pressure of time.12. Don't be fooled by perfectionWhen you're in the middle of raising children and working, sometimes nervous energy presents as perfectionism. In an effort to feel in you can make arbitrary but irrational goals for yourself that feel necessary or true. Make a quick
inventory of every job you are expecting from yourself and your family. Now question everything. What is really important and what is just preferable? What jobs can be left at someone else's discretion, well done by children or discarded altogether? Keep all the jobs that give you joy and do them joyfully. Leave aside jobs that feel like standards or
expectations with little or no payment. Save them for retirement if you want.13. Give yourself quality time credit with your kidsThink of the time you spend relaxing and enjoying your kids as a $100,000-an-hour job. Very small quantities are still incredibly valuable. Showing your kids that they are important is as likely to happen in a ten-minute catch game as in
a full day at the water park. A shared snack hour, a book before bed, half an hour away from your phone to allow loving eye contact with your babes adds up to a life of safety and wonderful memories. Imagine your son one day saying, Mom worked hard, but she always had time to hug me, listen to me about my day, and offer me guidance. I always knew I
cared about her. 14. Meditate for a minute a day, you can do more. But if you can't afford more than a minute, go ahead and sit comfortably, breathe and be in your body by this time. It's such a simple but powerful exercise and kids can do that too. As you meditate, observe your loving heart. What does he need from you today - patience, compassion,
creativity, affection, play? Remember to show up for yourself and you will appear for your work and your family as well.15. Save and Celebrate SleepFrom cans to teenagers, there are many inevitable reasons for children to interrupt their sleep. The thing is: unexpected insomnia due to growth or childhood disease is normal and not easy to control. If you are
feeling overwhelmed, however, sleep is crucial. There are two things you can do to improve your sleep mentality so that you prepare for confidence instead of collapsing. First, prioritize and protect your sleep time. If you tend to wait until the kids sleep to complete the work or finally relax, that's fine. But don't let these activities reduce your sleep time. Given
the choice between other load of dirty laundry, Words With Friends, binge watching Game of Thrones or eight hours of sleep, consistently choose sleep. Two, value and express gratitude for any sleep you get. Sometimes it's impossible to sleep seven or eight hours. However Enjoy at any time when lying in a comfortable space allowing your body to rest and
repair. When you wake up saying I didn't get enough sleep last night, you put your mind on alert that there's something missing. Only this thought can trigger feelings feelings Oppress. Configure your nervous system for success enjoying any amount of rest. Final Thoughts Life as a working mother is not easy. Overloaded feelings are natural and normal, but,
they can take on and cause chronic stress and dissatisfaction. Allow yourself just a few moments a day to rearrange your thoughts and feelings using the steps above. Soon you'll discover your calm and capable self-esteem. Learn a lesson from your growing children: Small changes create great results now and in the future. More for The Mothers
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